Law and Technology

Penn Law has built a leading program that incorporates law, sciences, engineering, and business

Watch video »

STUDENTS

Wharton Certificate in Management

Brian Ruocco L’17 performs a limerick praising the certificate’s new one week, intensive bootcamp format.

Cross-disciplinary reflections

Brianna Bloodgood JD/MBE ’17 (Bioethics) describes Penn Law’s extensive cross-disciplinary opportunities.

FACULTY

Lawyers Cross Categories

How cross-disciplinary training makes better lawyers

Watch Video »
How IP and Patent Law is Transforming Modern Commerce
R. Polk Wagner explains how IP and patent law is impacting business, from technology to fashion to music.

TED Med Talk
Dorothy Roberts exposes the myths of race-based medicine.

COURSES & DEGREES

JD/Masters in Social Policy
JD/MSSP prepares students to assume positions of leadership in law and social policy.

Energy Management & Policy
A new certificate draws on the interdisciplinary nature of energy policy education at Penn.

CAREERS

Mastery of Executive Technology
Penn Law’s Center on Professionalism helps students become experts in frequently used legal technologies.

Alum brings “Moments” to Twitter
Madhu Muthukumar L’09 is responsible for building and running the team that created the platform.

CLINICS & EXTERNSHIPS
Externship Opportunities
Penn Law offers unparalleled opportunities for students to earn academic credit while gaining valuable experience.

Spotlight: Transnational Legal Clinic
Students engage in the direct representation of clients and organizations in international human rights and immigration proceedings.

PRO BONO

Healthcare Leader
Community Legal Services’ Kristen Dama L’07 recognized for her work expanding Medicaid.

SCAN student Elizabeth Levitan L’17
TPIC Scholar and Neuroscience Certificate student Elizabeth Levitan advocates on behalf of the children of Philadelphia.

EVENTS

THURSDAY, APRIL 7, 2016
Inevitable Mens Rea and Legal Insanity in the Age of Neuroscience
4:30 pm
Gittis Hall Room 2

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 13, 2016
INFO SESSION: Certificates for Students Interested in International Practice
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Silverman Ground 52